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Introduction
The commercial portion of Blaine Harbor continues to have very high levels of fecal
coliform bacteria. Water quality testing results during 2002 were recently summarized in
a technical memorandum from Hirsch Consulting Services to the Port of Bellingham. All
sampling stations within the commercial portion of the Blaine Marina (stations A through
E) continue to exceed both parts of the fecal coliform water quality standard. In 2002,
geometric means for these stations ranged from 54 to 171 fecal coliform units per 100 ml.
The Drayton Harbor Shellfish Protection District and the Drayton Harbor Community
Oyster Farm project participants and leads are well aware of this situation and the
ongoing threat that this polluted area poses to potential shellfish upgrades inside of
Drayton Harbor.
The Puget Sound Restoration Fund (PSRF) under contract with Whatcom County has
been working closely with the Washington State Department of Health, Office of
Shellfish Programs (DOH) to design and conduct a series of circulation studies which
will lead to improved understanding of how water is exchanged from the commercial
portion of Blaine Harbor with surrounding marine waters. An initial field evaluation was
conducted on January 16, 2003 within the commercial portion of the Blaine Harbor.
Salinity and temperature measurements were taken in one- foot increments at stations B
and C from the surface to the maximum depth at that time, which was 20 feet deep.
Based on these findings, which were shared with DOH, drogues were designed to
measure water movement at the surface, 21 inch, 3 ft and 13 ft depths. An initial field test
using these drogues was conducted on January 27. The purpose of this test was to
determine the amount of time necessary for drogues deployed adjacent to Westman’s
Dock (station C) to reach the Blaine Harbor entrance. Based upon results and further
discussion with DOH, it was decided that drogues should be deployed at this site late in
the ebb tide, approximately two hours before slack tide.
This timing should allow deeper water to exit Blaine Harbor and reach the entrance to
Drayton Harbor just before the start of the flood tide. The intent in these series of
circulation studies, which will be discussed in this report, is to represent the worst-case
scenario in terms of the impact of fecal coliform-laden water from Blaine Harbor on
surrounding waters in Drayton Harbor. This series of tests was conducted after
completion of the new breakwater entrance.
Methods and Materials
Drogues were designed based on drawings provided by Don Lennartson, DOH Shellfish
Restoration program. Drags made from 12” by 16” aluminum (3/16” thick) crossed vanes
were suspended below bright yellow crabpot-type floats (5 “ diameter by 12” long) with
nylon line that could be easily adjusted to the desired depth. This design was used for
three depths; 21”, 3 ft., and 13 ft. below the surface. With this design, the 21”deep drogue
was the closest distance to the surface that we tracked. Previous studies done by PSRF in
August and September, 2002 showed no movement of surface water out of the Blaine
Harbor during an ebb tide.
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Drogues were initially released with about two hours remaining in the ebb tide just south
of Westman’s Dock, mid-way between the docks and the rock breakwater, on four
occasions; March 20,21,22 and April 17. The GPS coordinates for this location are
N.48.99122, W122.76186. These dates were chosen because there was a tidal change of
at least 7 feet during the study and this change occurred during daylight hours. Each
drogue was checked periodically throughout the ebb tide and the position was recorded
either with a hand-held GPS or based on proximity to nearby landmarks. Drogues were
usually removed at the end of the ebb tide unless they happened to exit Blaine Harbor
during the ebb, which was rare. Prior to the start of the flood tide, drogues were redeployed in various positions from the center of the entrance to Drayton Harbor to the
east side of the entrance to Drayton Harbor. Positions recorded during both flood and ebb
tides were then plotted on the maps shown in this report, with the time of observation
shown as well. Salinity and temperature measurements were taken at each zone with the
initial deployment and with the second deployment at the start of the flooding tide.
Measurements were made using a YSI meter on loan from the Port of Bellingham’s
Blaine Marina. Wind speed and direction was approximated. The table below shows the
tidal conditions and wind speed and direction for each day in the test series.

Date
March 20
March 21
March 22
April 17

Time
1253
1341
1433
1242

Low Tide
Elevation (ft.)
+ 1.06
+ 0.1
- 0.53
- 0.06

Time
1908
2017
2135
1923

High Tide
Elevation (ft.)
+ 8.7
+ 8.7
+ 8.6
+ 9.3

Estimated Wind
Direction Speed(mph)
SSE
5-10
S
10-20
SW
15-20
SW
5

Results – Drogue Movement
March 20 (figures 1-3)
Ebb Tide: All drogues were deployed south of Westman’s dock at 1115, approximately 1
hour and 40 minutes prior to slack low tide. Both the 21“ and the 3- ft. deep drogues
moved northwesterly towards Sea K. The 21“ drogue made its way to the SW corner of
the Sea K dock by 1235(slack low). It was left throughout the flood tide. It moved farther
to the NW and was retrieved at 1545 near the Star Fish dock, POB station A. The 3-ft.
deep drogue was retrieved from between Sea K Dock and the Blaine gas dock, where it
had gone aground at slack low tide. The 13-ft. deep drogue also moved in a northwesterly
direction from Westman’s, but ran aground off the Blaine Crab dock at 1155. It was
raised to a depth of 11.5 ft. and re-deployed near the rock breakwater south of the marina
entrance. It did not approach the breakwater entrance through the remaining ebb tide,
then moved back towards the Blaine Crab dock as the flood tide started.
Flood Tide: The 3-ft. and 13-ft. deep drogues were re-deployed in the center of the
entrance to Drayton Harbor at 1420, near the start of the flood tide. Both drogues moved
in a southerly to southwesterly direction prior to being removed at 1650 hours, about 2 ½
hours after being deployed. The 13 ft. drogue was found at 1650, tangled in a float line
between barges, which are temporarily anchored south of the Semiahmoo Marina
breakwater.
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March 21 (see figures 4-6)
Ebb Tide: All drogues were deployed south of Westman’s dock from 1136 to 1140,
which was about two hours before slack low tide. From this location, the 21” drogue
approached the marina entrance, but did not exit. It moved northwesterly along the inside
of the breakwater and was retrieved from below the dock in the western most corner of
Blaine Harbor (Whitey’s dock) at the end of the ebb tide. The 3 ft. drogue followed a
similar path but slightly to the east, never closely approaching the steel breakwater or the
marina entrance. Two hours after deployment, it became fouled against the wooden
breakwater along Marine Drive, and was retrieved at slack low. The 13 ft. drogue also
moved northwesterly, passing the marina entrance, but ran aground about 50 ft. east of
the steel breakwater, north of the marina entrance. The drag was raised to 10ft. depth, but
it was too late in the ebb tide at that point. Had this drogue been initially set at 10 to 12 ft.
depth, it probably would have reached the inside of the breakwater before the end of the
ebb tide. With a strong ebbing current outside of the marina entrance accompanied by a
south wind, there is significant turbulence which appeared to restrict the shallower
drogues from exiting Blaine Harbor.
Flood Tide: All drogues were deployed in the approximate center of the entrance to
Drayton Harbor (N48.99062, W122.76717) at the beginning of the flood tide at 1450
hours. The wind had picked up to 15-20 mph with white caps inside Drayton Harbor
during most of the flood tide. In spite of strong winds, all of the drogues followed a
southerly path and were retrieved about 2 ½ hours into the flood, southeast of the
temporary barges below the Semiahmoo Marina breakwater. The 3 ft. and 13 ft. drogues
travelled a slightly farther distance into the harbor than the 21” drogue.
March 22 (See figures 7-10)
Ebb tide: All drogues were deployed south of Westman’s dock from 1247 to 1250, which
was about two hours before slack low tide. From this location the 21” drogue moved
immediately in a northeasterly direction until it became fouled in commercial slip #58 on
the “S” dock by the end of the ebb tide, when it was retrieved. The 3 ft. drogue initially
moved southeasterly to a point south of Boundary Seafood, and then northeast where it
became fouled in the docks at Westman and was retrieved. The deepest drogue was
adjusted to 11.5 ft. when initially deployed to accommodate the depth at that time which
was 14 ft. This drogue moved directly towards the marina entrance within the first half
hour, then north to the Blaine gas dock, where it ran aground about one hour after it was
first deployed. The drag was raised to 9 ft. and retrieved at the end of the ebb tide
between the Blaine gas dock and the Blaine Crab dock. The shallower drogue movement
was clearly affected by the strong southwesterly wind, which was funneling through the
entrance to the marina during this test.
Flood Tide: All drogues were deployed on the east side of the entrance to Drayton Harbor
about 40 yards west of the Marine Drive pier (N48.99128, W122.77682) at 1530-1538
hours. The 21” drogue moved southeasterly, crossing the Blaine marina entrance before
running up on the rock breakwater a half- hour later. It was moved westward to deeper
water, but ran aground again on the rock breakwater about half the distance between the
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marina entrance and the elbow near DOH station 8. The 3 ft. drogue followed essentially
the same route, fouling on the breakwater one hour after deployment. The 13 ft. drogue
ran aground on the rock breakwater a half an hour after deployment, was re-deployed and
ran aground again one hour into the flood. It was then moved west to deeper water at
1650 hours. From here, it traveled southeasterly before grounding again as it approached
DOH Station 6.
At the start of the flood tide, a 21” drogue was placed at the end of the BSP outfall pipe
just north of the Marine Drive dock at 1532 hours. (See figure 10). This drogue moved
under the Marine Drive pier and re-entered the Blaine marina an hour after it was
deployed. It was retrieved from below the Blaine Crab dock at 1715 hours.
April 17 (See figures 11-18)
Ebb Tide: All drogues were deployed south of Westman’s dock at 1050, which was about
two hours before slack low tide. The wind was the lightest that was encountered during
this series of tests; southwesterly at about 5 mph.. Twenty minutes after deployment,
there was a very clear separation of drogues from the shallowest to the deepest in an east
to west line from the corner of Boundary Seafood due west towards the rock breakwater
(see Figure 19). The 21” drogue travelled around the corner of Boundary Fish and then
northwesterly to the Blaine Crab dock, where it was retrieved at slack low tide
(Figure11). The 3 ft.drogue followed a similar general northwesterly direction but its path
was closer to the new breakwater (Figure 14). This drogue ended up adjacent to the Star
Fish dock near the Port of Bellingham station A, where it was retrieved at the end of the
ebb tide. The 10ft. drogue followed an even more westward path, tracking the inside of
the breakwater, crossing the marina entrance where the float became lodged against the
steel breakwater north of the entrance about an hour after deployment (Figure 16). It was
picked up and immediately re-deployed on the outside of the steel breakwater since water
at this depth is able to escape beneath the steel breakwater. This drogue briefly ran
aground in the corner of the Marine Drive pier and the steel breakwater. The drag was
lifted to 9 ft. and it then followed the ebbing tide in a northwesterly direction. It was left
on its own through the slack tide and then tracked from that point during the flood tide
(figure 17), when it completed a return trip through the marina entrance and back to its
starting point adjacent to the Westman dock inside of Blaine Harbor, two hours into the
flood tide.
Flood Tide: All drogues were deployed on the far-eastern side of the entrance to Drayton
Harbor just south of the Marine Drive pier (N 48.99143, W122.76601) at 1313 hours. A
second 21” drogue was deployed right off of the BSP outfall north of the Marine Drive
pier at 1320 hours. The 21” drogue deployed south of the pier followed a southeasterly
course along the steel breakwater, entered Blaine Harbor through the marina entrance,
and then floated past Westman dock where it became fouled in a dock near Port of
Bellingham station D (Figure 12) less than two hours into the flood tide. The 3 ft. drogue
followed a similar course, also travelling through the marina entrance into Blaine Harbor,
where it became trapped under a floating dock west of Boundary Seafood, where it was
retrieved approximately an hour and a half after deployment (Figure 15). The 10 ft.
drogue also travelled southeasterly along the steel breakwater, through the marina
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entrance, and then northeasterly towards the Sea K dock. It was removed from the south
end of the Sea K dock an hour and a half after deployment from waters that were 16 ft.
deep (Figure 18).
The 21” drogue deployed near the BSP outfall on the flooding tide travelled under the
Marine Drive pier and then entered Blaine Harbor via a small opening (10 “ wide) in the
new steel breakwater (Figure 13). This opening in the new breakwater is under the pier.
The drogue was retrieved from inside Blaine Harbor about an hour and a half after it was
deployed at the BSP outfall.
Results –Salinity and Temperature measurements
The following table summarizes the salinity and temperature measurements taken at the
start of each deployment during either the late ebb or early flood tide stages. Water depth
was also recorded at the starting point near the Westman dock, in order to adjust the deep
drogues if necessary.

Date

3/20
3/21
3/22
4/17

Time
1115
1420
1140
1450
1247
1538
1050
1313

Salinity (PPT)

Temperature
(Celsius)

Location

Tide

21”

3 ft.

13 ft.

21”

3 ft.

13 ft.

Depth (ft)

Westman Dock
DH Entrance
Westman Dock
DH Entrance
Westman Dock
DH Entrance
Westman Dock
DH Entrance

Ebb
Flood
Ebb
Flood
Ebb
Flood
Ebb
Flood

29.9

29.9

30

8.7

8.7

8.5

17.0

29.9

29.9

30

8.8

8.8

8.7

NM

29.9

29.9

30.2

8.9

8.8

8.8

16.0

30.2

30.3

30.1

8.7

8.7

8.9

NM

29.5

29.5

30.2

9.2

9.1

8.8

13.5

29.6

29.7

30.2

9.3

9.2

8.8

NM

29.6

29.6

29.9

10.7

10.7

10.2

16.5

29.5

29.5

29.6

11.2

11.2

11.0

NM

Discussion
On no occasion during this series of tests did either of the upper surface (21” and 3 ft.)
drogues exit Blaine Harbor during the late ebbing tide. On one occasion, April 17, the
deep- water drogue (10 ft.) would have exited Blaine Harbor north of the entrance but
was caught by its surface float in the new steel breakwater. In this case, it was
immediately placed outside of the breakwater and allowed to run its course through the
duration of the ebb tide and back through at least a portion of the flood tide. It was very
interesting that this drogue re-entered Blaine Harbor and returned to its starting point next
to the Westman Dock 5 ½ hours after initial deployment. It is quite probable that the
deep-water drogues did not reach the steel breakwater during the ebbing tide on the other
three occasions because the drags were set too low causing them to drag along the bottom
on route. It is quite apparent that on the ebbing tide, it is primarily deeper water that is
exiting Blaine Harbor.
Deployments of drogues in the center of the entrance to Drayton Harbor at the start of the
flood tide show the course and distance travelled by the dominant flow which enters the
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harbor (south and southwesterly path from this point) seen in figures 2-6. It would have
been interesting to follow these through the remainder of the flood tide but with darkness
approaching, fieldwork was usually ended at 5 p.m. or thereabouts. Based on our test
results, starting at this location does not represent waters originating in Blaine Harbor
anyway. Deployment of drogues on the eastern side of the harbor at the start of the flood
tide comes a bit closer to representing the movement of at least deeper waters that might
have escaped from Blaine Harbor late in the ebb tide. Under the heavy SW wind
conditions on March 22 and with deployment 40 yards west of the Marine Drive pier, all
of the drogues were pushed southeastward to the rock breakwater. True movement is
likely around the breakwater and then southeasterly re-covering the tidelands. With
deployment at the start of the flood tide even farther east, beginning just south of the
Marine Drive Pier, every drogue entered Blaine Harbor (figures 12, 15, 18). This
suggests that pollution which originates inside of Blaine Harbor and which has the
opportunity to exit late in the ebb tide, can re-enter Blaine Harbor in short order.
On both occasions when the 21” drogue was deployed near the BSP outfall at the start of
the flood tide, drogues reached the inside of Blaine Harbor within little over an hour’s
time (figures 10 and 13).
While conducting these studies it appeared that during the ebb tide, there is significant
northwesterly flow of water from within Drayton Harbor along the west side of the rock
breakwater and the new steel breakwater. This flow might behave as a curtain at the
entrance to Blaine Harbor which restricts outward movement of even deeper water right
at the entrance. On no occasion did any drogue exit Blaine Harbor directly through the
entrance on the ebbing tide. On the three days, March 20-22, when there was significant
wind from the south to southwest there was quite a bit of brown discoloration of the
water (suspension of sediments) near the Blaine Harbor entrance creating a visual picture
of this phenomenon.
This series of studies shows that there is little if any exchange of surface waters from
Blaine Harbor to surrounding waters during the ebb tide. It is clearly deeper water which
exits Blaine Harbor during the ebbing tide. Based on these studies, it would not appear
that fecal coliform-contaminated surface water from inside of Blaine Harbor has much if
any impact on water quality in most of Drayton Harbor, particularly at DOH stations
3,4,6, and 12.
Recommendations
•
•

•

Meet with DOH Office of Shellfish Programs to discuss these studies in greater detail
and consider follow-up work if necessary.
Encourage DOH to conduct dye test studies in the very near future to complement
this work and to shed additional light on potential impact that the Blaine Harbor
(from Westman dock), and that DOH stations 8 and 15 pose to the prime shellfish
growing areas represented by DOH stations 4 and 6.
Conduct stratified fecal coliform sampling within Blaine Harbor at the surface, 21”, 3
ft. and 10 ft depths.
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March 20 Test
21” drogue
Ebb deployment: 1115
(this drogue was not re-deployed
at the start of the flood tide)

Figure 1

3 ft drogue
Ebb deployment: 1115
Flood deployment: 1420

Figure 2

13 ft. drogue
Ebb deployment: 1115
Flood deployment: 1420

Figure 3
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March 21 Test
21” drogue
Ebb deployment: 1136
Flood eployment: 1450

Figure 4

3 ft. drogue
Ebb deployment: 1136
Flood deployment: 1450

Figure 5

13 ft. drogue
Ebb deployment: 1140
Flood deployment: 1450

Figure 6
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March 22 Test
21” drogue
Ebb deployment: 1250
Flood deployment: 1533

Figure 7

3 ft drogue
Ebb deployment: 1247
Flood deployment: 1538

Figure 8

13 ft drogue
Ebb deployment: 1247
Flood deployment: 1533

Figure 9
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March 22 Test
21”drogue
Flood deployment: 1532 from BSP Outfall

Figure 10
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April 17 Test
21” drogue
Ebb deployment: 1050

Figure 11

21” drogue
Flood deployment: 1313

Figure 12

21” drogue
Flood deployment: 1320
From: BSP Outfall pipe

Figure 13
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April 17 Test
3 ft drogue
Ebb deployment: 1050

Figure 14

3 ft drogue
Flood deployment: 1313

Figure 15
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April 17 Test
10 ft drogue
Ebb deployment: 1050

Figure 16

10 ft drogue
Flood tide beginning from position
at end of Ebb in Semiahmoo Bay

Figure 17

10 ft drogue
Flood deployment: 1313

Figure 18
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April 17 Test

Figure 19: This photo was taken on April 17 at 1110, approximately 20 minutes after drogues were
deployed south of Westman’s dock, two hours before slack low tide. The yellow images are the crab
floats, with various depth drags suspended below.

Figure 20: Ami Stillings with adjustable drogue, 3 ft. model
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